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the tale continues. Readers of "In the Shadow of Satan" were wanting to keep on with the
yankee adventures of Dr. Janusz Subczynski. After bravely escaping Soviet-dominated Poland
in 1963 his adventures in the United States began. dealing with the traditional demanding
situations of a brand new immigrant to the USA he additionally sought to loose his mom and
dad from the his Soviet ruled homeland. the fashion of writing supplies the reader an intimate
glimpse of the profitable struggle to construct his neurological surgical procedure practice, fend
off the vulturous trial legal professionals and - the crux of the e-book - his love for his patients.
there are lots of poignant tales of his patients, a few funny a few sad. We additionally see his
carrying on with efforts to unfastened his fatherland from Soviet domination.
whilst the writer sticks to the proof approximately his existence and paintings and writes The
Colors of Life approximately his personal own experiences, the e-book is particularly attentiongrabbing however the author's severe political opinions intrude. The author's prior booklet within
the Shadow of devil was, in my opinion, a more robust book. That booklet was once set in in
Europe in the course of WWII and the Soviet occupation. However, this tale is ready how the
writer got here to dwell within the united states the writer introduced with him the entire bias and
prejudice that I think existed in my grandparents' day. He sees communists all over he looks.
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